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Speak up!

www.haidanation.ca

haidanation.ca
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- it’s all good -

Refresh your Haida, check out the following phrases. If you require
help with pronunciation or want to further your knowledge about the
language, please contact the language group in your village.

I am happy.
SKG
AK
OM

program reports : haida laas
links : diplomacy : agreements
government : working groups

Darrell Robb and Lindsay Jones. (*See web
site address below committee member bios.)
At the Solutions Table, ground level
issues, such as cut block boundaries, will be
examined by Colin Richardson and Tyler
Bellis, along with provincial reps at the table.
“In every instance, when decisions are
made, our priority will be in favor of the
continuance of our culture,” Guujaaw said.
“This also means decisions are made in the
best interests of the lands and waters.”
The Solutions Table (see page 6), which
both governments have been test-driving for
the past year, puts the Nation well beyond
the administrative process of “referrals and
consultation”.
“Our people are face-to-face with
the province, considering proposals and
applications and making decisions regarding
our land,” said Guujaaw. “ We have come
from having no influence on the land to comanagement of the land, and we have done
this without compromise of our Title.”
There is movement on the economic front
with the first wood cut under the management
of Taan Forest, going over the dryland sort in
the past months.
Guujaaw acknowledged that working
with the province will have its challenges and
added that we’re not going to stand on the
sidelines any more – we have the people in
place to make this work.
“Reconciliation is about learning how to
live together and for others to recognize the
rightful place of our people on Haida Gwaii,”
he said. •

Dii guudang.ngaay 'laa ga.
Díi gudangáay ’láagang.
Dii gudangaay k'iinang

I am sad.
Dii guudang.ngaay st'ii ga.
Díi gudangáay st'igáng.
Dii gudangaay st'iga

Nice to be with you.
SKG
AK
OM

Dang ad dii guuda ga.
Dáng eehl díi gudánggang.
Dang k'uhl isgee Gahl dii gudangaay 'laagaa.
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Masset Inlet
Sockeye Openings
On May 4th, HFP held a public meeting
to review the 2010 sockeye fishery at the
Yakoun and Awun rivers. Those in attendance
appointed Reg Davidson, Tyler Bellis, Homer
Edwards, Chris Russ and Rollie Williams to a
management committee which will determine
future openings and closures on the rivers.
At the meeting the public scheduled three
openings for each river. Discussion about the
management plan and poaching issues were
also discussed. The management committee
will meet after the third river opening to
review the fishery and determine if there will
be any additional openings.
It was also agreed, by all in attendance,
that any Haidas not abiding by the openings
and closures and other management rules
will have their names published in Haida
publications.
The management regulations governing
the fishery will be distributed in Old Massett
and posted at various venues around Masset.
Haida Fisheries Program staff will monitor
the river openings and have copies of the
regulations available.
The Sockeye food fishery will be open on
the following dates.
Yakoun River: May 13–15, 20–22, 27–29
Awun River: May 27–29, June 3–5, 10–12
Ian River: Closed due to conservation
concerns.

Photo: Haida Laas

Council of the Haida Nation

At the Spring Session of the Council of the
Haida Nation, Guujaaw reported that it has
brought to fruition most of the resolutions
which were passed at the House of Assembly
over the past many years. The province of
BC has also followed through with their
commitments, such as protection of the land
and putting an end to the “recreational” bear
hunt, he said.
In addition to these changes, the province
has relieved the Chief Forester from setting
the Allowable Annual Cut on Haida Gwaii,
which will now be set jointly through the
Haida Gwaii Management Council. In
addition, “decision-making” responsibilities
regarding, for example, mines and land-use,
will be carried out with the Haida Nation
Management decisions that were formerly
made in Victoria, Surrey and Nanaimo will
now be made here with our full involvement.
The first meeting of the Haida Gwaii
Management Council has been held with
Haida and provincial reps and they will now
begin the process of reviewing the timber
supply with a mind to setting an annual,
sustainable harvest level. The Management
Council has the authority to make high-level
decisions in key strategic areas for resource
management, for example implementing
the Strategic Land-Use Agreement, land-use
objectives for forest practices, determination
of the Allowable Annual Cut for the Islands,
conservation of heritage sites and approval of
management plans for protected areas.
The Management Council includes Allan
Davidson and Trevor Russ representing the
Haida Nation, alongside provincial reps

Page 3, Short Cuts

Skidegate Gidins – Naa’yuu’ans raise pole at Skidegate
This past weekend saw Wiigaanad, chief of the Naa’yuu’ans, Skidegate Gidins, raise a 40’ pole in front of his home along
Front St. in Skidegate. The pole was put in place with the help of about 300 people, and over 600 attended the potlatch
held later that day at the George Brown Sr. Rec Hall. The pole depicts (bottom to top) a Wasgo holding a Killer Whale, 		
Raven, Dogfish, Eagle and is topped with two potlatch rings. The pole was carved by Tim Boyko with Jason Goetzinger.

Coons & Enbridge

MLA Gary Coons, will be on-Island June 7 and 8 with Jen Rice of the T. Buck Suzuki Environmental Foundation to answer questions about the proposed Enbridge pipeline project.
June 7, 7 pm, at the Green Church in Masset and June 8, 7 pm at Kay Llnagaay in Skidegate. •

RESEARCH WRITER WANTED
Haida Laas is looking for a research writer. This half-time position requires a proven ability to gather and
understand information on a wide variety of topics, present the information in a clear and concise manner, and
work to deadline. A good knowledge of Haida culture is also required.
This position will begin immediately and the successful candidate will work at the direction of the Haida Laas
Managing Editor.
Wages are $18.95 an hour, 70 hours a month.
Please send résumé, references, and samples of your work (up to 5000 words) in PDF format to Simon Davies at:
editor@haidanation.net. For further information, please call the Haida Laas office at 250.559.8755 or email your
enquiry – deadline for applications is June 15, 2011.
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The New Skidegate Youth Centre

An Oasis of Cool: the Skidegate Youth Centre
by Laas Parnell

Imagine kicking back, listening to music,
surfing Facebook and munching-out on pizza
while watching whales – too good to be true,
right? Well, not for long. The Skidegate Youth

Centre will provide just that. The Centre is
going to be a safe and fun place where youth
can go to be themselves, play games or just
relax.

Building a youth centre has been an
ongoing project since 2006, and after a lot of
hard work and dedication, construction finally
began on March 30, 2011. To find out more,
I spoke with Skidegate Band Councillor,
Duane Alsop, and communicated with
Councillor, Robert Williams, through email.
The whole idea for a Centre came about
a few years ago through the efforts of
Walker Brown, who was a Skidegate Band
Councillor at the time. Much of what we
see being built today is a because of his
early interactions with youth. During his
time on Council, Walker held several youthengagement sessions to see what was wanted
in a Centre and these meetings, during the
conceptualization period, solidified direct
youth involvement in the project, from day
one. But, for a period of time following those
meetings, the idea for the Centre ended up on
the back-burner and was not picked up again
until 2008, by Councillor Rose Russ.
Concerned with the lack of structured
activities for youth in Skidegate, Councillor
Russ pushed her colleagues to endorse the
concept of a Centre, which they did despite
other important issues already in the works.
Once the mandate was given to pursue the
Centre, Rose went full throttle.
Councillor Russ held more meetings with
the youth, which confirmed what was desired
in the Centre and kept the new Skidegate
Youth Council in the loop and involved in the
process. She also visited Osoyoos, BC, to get
an idea of how the Centre might be supported
and managed. In short, the Youth Centre came
about as a result of complementary visions
working towards a common goal – to create a
“cool”, contemporary setting where youth can
hang out and just have fun.
The site beside the Skidegate Community
Hall was chosen for the Youth Centre because
Top: The Skidegate Youth Centre taking shape. The cedar
beams and corner posts were milled and installed by
Tanu Wood – Arthur Pearson (front) and Steve Leland.
Bottom: Building contractor, LED Construction is putting up
the Skidegate Youth Centre in good time. From left-right:
Eddy Dignard,company owner, and carpentry apprentices,
Tony Coffee, Michael Thibodeau and Gary Russ.
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The New Skidegate Youth Centre

Keeping the mind & body healthy at all ages

of its close proximity to the George Brown
Recreation Centre and the waterfront,
making it an ideal spot for holding events
and activities. Meetings continued to held
to garner feedback from the youth and keep
them informed about the design and funding.

Good health is the HUB of life

The building is longhouse style, with
heavy cedar siding, a post-and-beam front
and measures approximately 45’ X 50’. The
interior will be divided into areas for different
activities. There will be a computer room,
a quiet room, a games room, a kitchen and
an office. The Centre will not be just about
computers and video games; it will host a
number of other fun, safe activities that youth
can enjoy.
The long-term goal is to have the Centre
managed by the Skidegate Youth Council.
The plan is for the Youth Centre to be
self-sustaining through the development
and implementation of a proper operating
plan, and prudent management. In terms
of revenue, the Centre will have meeting
spaces available, and a kitchen, which may
be utilized for catering and a concession.
According to members of the Youth Council,
additional funding and involvement may also
come from other organizations including
the Swan Bay Rediscovery Camp and the
Skidegate Health Center.
The Skidegate Youth Centre will be a
fun and safe place for youth to hang out,
and, although no opening date has been set,
wouldn’t it be great to have the grand opening
coincide with this year’s Skidegate Days. •

DID YOU KNOW?
Did you know that just recently a
pipeline break northeast of Peace
River, Alta. spilled 28,000 barrels
of crude oil, which is considered the
biggest crude oil pipeline leak since
1975, when 40,000 barrels leaked
from a Bow River Ltd. pipeline.

by Florence Lockyer

There’s a lot of hub-bub in the air about the
Haida Health Hub and I’m sure you’ve heard
about it by now. But, in case you haven’t
the Haida Health Hub is mandated through
the signing of a Tripartite First Nations
Health Plan – the First Nations Leadership
Council, the government of Canada and the
government of BC – to create a strategic
plan for health and wellness on the whole
of Haida Gwaii. Patricia Greer is the Haida
Health Hub coordinator, whose position
began in August 2010. As the project
coordinator, she orchestrates the gatherings
of youth, community, and elders
with the Community Outreach
Workers, Harmony Williams
(Massett – 250.626.5489) and
Melissa Edgars (Skidegate –
250.559.8223). Their goal is to
work with the community to
define a process by which to
harmonize traditional healing
with modern practices. To date, there have
been community consultation groups in Port
Clements, Skidegate, and Old Massett.
The Health Hub was the brainchild of the
Health Tripartite which consisted of the First
Nations Leadership Council, the government
of Canada and the government of BC.
A Tripartite Health Plan was signed in
2007, which put control of First Nations’
health in the hands of First Nations. From
the plan the idea of Community Engagement
Hubs evolved. The Haida Health Hub is
such an organization and includes health care
providers and partners; community leaders,
members and organizations; and stakeholders
from Skidegate and Old Massett.
As part of the HUB initiative, Harmony
also gathered youth together for a planning
session this past November. At the gathering
the youth made collages about their
perceptions of health – it was an inspiring day
where young people were encouraged to find
their voice and be heard. An outcome of that
meeting was the consideration of forming an
All-Islands Youth Group. Since that HUB
5

meeting, an North-End Youth Council was
formed with seven elected members. This
group will be working with Robert Williams
of the South-End Youth Council to develop
working relationships between the councils
and various other joint initiatives related to
health and youth.
The magnitude of the Haida Health Hub
project is immense. As Islanders, we know
that some services aren’t believed to be
essential, but the process of establishing the
Health Hub indicates that there has been a
huge gap in services specifically for youth,
elders, and generally for the
wellness of the community. A
noted observation is that both
youth and elders have identified
parental and community
involvement as one item that
can be increased. We seem to be
drifting away from one another,
when it is each other we need
to strengthen.
The purpose of the Haida Health Hub
is to bring all the ideas that are out there
into a comprehensive plan – something
like a business plan – and use that plan to
facilitate the molding and remolding of
health programs for our communities. The
foundation of these plans will uphold the
traditional medicines that our nations have
carried and used for generations.
It is now time to empower ourselves to
take action for our own health, and for the
health of our elders and youth. The Elders’
Vision Statement and notes from the other
planning sessions are available and you can
get a copy from anyone who is involved in
this process.
When I asked Patricia Greer why she had
applied for the position of Haida Health Hub
Coordinator, she said, “I saw the ad, and it
sparked an interest. It looked like a job that
was meant for me. It was the opportunity for
me to be part of moving humanity forward.
And I am honoured with that!” •
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Working together for Haida Gwaii

Working together for Haida Gwaii

“This is ground-breaking work.” – Guujaaw

put into the system through FrontCounterBC
HaidaGwaii, located at the ministry office in
Queen Charlotte. FCBCHG is designed to be
a one-stop service that works with people and
businesses to move their applications through
the referral and approval process. This
process is new in that, now, all Haida process
and provincial natural resource ministries and
agencies can be accessed through one portal.
Business applications are vetted and funneled
into one of two process streams. For what
are considered routine applications (Scenario
1), such as replacing an old culvert, there is
a projected 1 to 14-day turnaround. If the
application meets the criteria and there are no
problems it is then examined by the Solutions

A meeting of minds, culture
and management systems took
ways, such as land-use
place this month at the Tlell
application processes, is tricky.
River House. Staff from the
But, Schedule B, Section 3 of the
Council of the Haida Nation
protocol charts the course – both
and the province of BC sat
governments agreed to establish
down and discussed the on-thea joint “Solutions Table.”
ground mechanics of shared
For the last year, an Interim
decision-making for land use
Solutions Table has been in place
on Haida Gwaii: who is going
but the meeting at Tlell served
to do what, and how we are
notice to all those working
going to do it.
for both governments that
Meeting co-chairs,
the “Solutions Table” is now
Administrator, May Russ,
official, and that all applications
Secretariat of the Haida
by licensees, tenure holders
Nation and Len Munt, District
and other developers must go
Manager, Haida Gwaii Natural
through this shared decisionResource Operations, told
making process for approval of
the assembled staff that from
development plans.
now on both entities will be
“We are bringing two
acting as one. Russ spoke
governments together, and
about the many meetings and
now working together to show
rigorous discussion that were
the world there is nothing to
needed to bring two very
fear. This one team will prove
different governments and
that, and work as friends
styles of management together
and neighbours,” said April
to operate as one entity. “We
Churchill, Vice-president of the
are two governments, but one
Secretariat of the Haida Nation Administrator, May Russ, briefs staff of the
Haida
Nation.
team,” said Munt.
Council of the Haida Nation and the province of BC about new permit
For the province, policy and
application processes and working relationships.
“This is ground-breaking
legislative
changes had to be
work,” said Guujaaw, President
made
for
them
to participate in
of the Haida Nation. “What we
In the past, some decisions were made
this
new
model,
and,
ministries,
which, in the
are doing here is unwinding colonization.
locally, mostly about the placement of
past
had
their
own
domains
and
processes, are
It is complicated and it’s going to take a lot
logging cutblocks or the yarding set-backs
now working together and sitting at the same
to make this work. It’s a very strange sight
from streams, but all that changed with the
table to hash out inter-agency issues. The new
[being here today] – even a couple of years
signing of the Kunst’aa guu – Kunst’aayah
method is a much more efficient process than
ago, coming together over land-use decisions
Reconciliation Protocol.
those of the past.
was not even conceivable.”
The protocol describes steps CHN and
“We now have a new platform to work
For the last year, the Haida Nation and
BC will take to begin reconciling Haida and
from,”
Len Munt said. “The pilot project
province of BC have been working together
Crown title; the document also recognizes
looked
at bringing ministries together,
and ironing out the kinks in a model that will
the fundamental authority and responsibility
and
then
[working with] the CHN. The
have those decisions made on-Islands, by
of both governments in making land-use
Solutions
Table was born from that. The
people who know the land and work here.
decisions. Making change to established
concept [of working together] wasn’t hard –
implementation is hard.”
The Solutions Table members are:
But that vision is on-task and the new
• Colin Richardson (Haida Nation) Co-chair • Tyler Bellis (Haida Nation)
Solutions Table process is straightforward.
• Ricardo Toledo (Province of BC) • Jeven Hanchard (Province of BC) Co-chair.
Applications for land-use alterations, logging,
aquaculture and mining permits, etc. are
6

Table co-chairs and recommended directly to
the provincial statutory decision-maker and to
the CHN Vice-president who signs off for the
Heritage and Natural Resource Committee.
The Scenario 2 process is designed for
projects that need in-depth scrutiny, such as
logging plans or mining applications. The
table hopes to move applications through
this process in about 60 days. To keep
applications moving, and for the Solutions
table to gather the information required to
make recommendations, they can call on
local provincial and Haida experts, and,
if necessary, hire consultants. Once the
applications have been pored over, the
Solutions Table makes its recommendations

to the CHN and province for sign off.
Though the idea and vision of managing
the land differently has been on the minds
and in the hearts of many, moving from a
management system that some considered
exploitive of the land to one that is designed
to sustain the Haida Nation has been a long
time coming.
“It has taken a lot of work to get here,
but working together can only benefit the
Islands,” said CHN Executive member,
Cindy Boyko, “This gives me hope. This is a
solution. We can [manage the land] better and
I am really proud that we are able to make
this commitment together.” •

The team doing the work.

Front L-R: Brad Setso – Haida Fisheries Program Manager, CHN; Carissa Logue – Cruising & Waste Technician; Alanah Mountifield –
Front Counter Haida Gwaii; Lucy Stefanyk – Area Supervisor, Naikoon Provincial Park; Tom Johnson – Area Forester, BCTS; Percy Crosby
– Aboriginal Liaison Officer; Tyler Bellis – Joint Technical Team member; Kylie Harrison – Practices Forester, BCTS; Guy Edgars – Certified
Cultural Values Surveyor, CHN; Colin Richardson – Operations Manager, Haida Gwaii Natural Resource Operations; Bill Beldessi – Land
Use Planning Manager, CHN; Greg Wiggins – SLUA Planning officer; Sean Muise – Stewardship Forester
Back L-R: Len Munt – District Manager, Haida Gwaii Natural Resource Operations; May Russ – Administrator, Secretariat of the Haida Nation; Ben Harris – Internet Technologies, CHN; Marlene Liddle – Clerk, CHN; Dan Skafte - Resource Technician – Compliance & Enforcement; Stephen Reece - Resource Technician – Compliance & Enforcement; James Hilgeman – Conservation Officer; Marlene Yasko
– Resource Clerk; Doug Louis –Geomatics Technician; Mark Salzl – Authorizations Officer; Alvin Cober – Ecosystem Biologist; Darlene
Squires, Executive Assistant, CHN; Jeven Hanchard - Compliance and Enforcement Operations Manager; Larry Duke – Engineering Officer; James Stanley – Cultural Values Surveyor; Berry Wijdeven – Species at Risk Recovery Coordinator; Owen Jones – Mapping Program
Manager, CHN; Catherine Rigg – Socio-Economic Planner, Haida Oceans Technical Team, CHN; Carmen Pollard – GIS Technician, Haida
Mapping, CHN; Nick Reynolds – Joint Technical Team Chair – Land Use Planning, CHN; Archie Stocker – Field Crew Coordinator, CHN;
April Churchill – Vice-president of the Haida Nation. Please Note:* Some employees are absent from the photo, they were keeping provincial
and CHN offices operating during the meeting time.
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HaiCo – on task and on target

Marine Planning – the big view

HaiCo focussing on forests, tourism and aquaculture

by Florence Lockyer

in the Ko Olina and Waimanalo traditions,
the Bishop Museum, Hawai’ian outrigger
canoes at Pearl Harbour, the Polynesian
Cultural Centre, and the University of
Hawai’i (Hilo Campus). On a specific
Cultural Exchange Day, information
about the Punana Leo Hawai’ian language
programs will be shared. The Punana Leo
is a non-profit foundation dedicated to
education using the Hawai’ian language.
The Massett group will also be sharing
Haida culture in the form of song, and
depending on the nature of the events they
are attending, perhaps a dance performance.
There is great significance and
excitement in learning about other cultures,
languages and traditions. And, especially
significant is the fact that acknowledgment
has been made by governments and
churches about their involvement in
Hawai’ian and Haida histories. During their
visit, the Haida delegation will witness an
historic event: An apology will be given
to the Hilo people, by both the state and
church, for past wrong-doings.
Given the wide range of events –
both uplifting and solemn – this 10-day
excursion in and around Hilo, Hawai’i,
should be exhilarating and exhausting.
Hilo is the second most populated city of
the Hawai’ian islands and the largest on
the big island of Hawai’i. Ever wonder
where macadamia nuts come from? Hilo
is one of the world’s leading producers of
macadamia nuts! •
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Lucille Bell, Community Language
Facilitator, and team, have arranged a
cultural exchange with the intent to increase
local awareness of other cultural practices
around learning and teaching language.
The junket is a fact-finding tour to learn
about Hawai’ian culture, language and
repatriation efforts.
On May 24 a Haida entourage of about
a dozen people will begin their first leg of
a ten-day tour of Hawai’i. The group will
leave Massett in the morning and after a
brief hustle from South Terminal to Main
Terminal in Vancouver, they will arrive in
Honolulu around nine o’clock that night. It
will be a long, long day of travelling but the
group is excited and anticipates learning a
lot from their Hawai’ian hosts.
The purpose of the trip is to observe the
native culture of Hawai’i and how it has
been incorporated into Hawai’ian learning
programs. The group will also hear about
the Hawai’ians’ repatriation committee
experience regarding items returned from a
British museum.
Upon arrival, the group will be greeted
by Hilo ambassadors, Dr. Kaleo Patterson,
President, and Ha’aheo Guanson, Vicepresident of the University of Hawai’i,
both whom are involved in the Justice and
Reconciliation Institute, as well as our own
Haida Gwaiian, Adrienne Holeman and her
family.
The 10-day itinerary includes visiting the
Office of Hawai’ian Affairs in Honolulu,
a volcano tour, two weddings being held

IDA L GEND
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to
HaidagoLegends
www.haidanation.ca
at haidanation.ca
and click on
haida legends
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“If you start marking everything we tell you on the map. you’re going to have
a fancy-coloured map by the time we get through! It will cover every bit of
the shoreline. We live in this land and on the ocean; we gather all the foods.”
- Captain Gold
					

Ocean & Way of Life – Using our knowledge to manage
the ocean.
by Catherine Rigg, Socio-Economic Planner, Haida
Oceans Technical Team, Haida Fisheries Program

The Haida Marine Traditional Knowledge
Study (HMTK), directed by the Haida
Marine Work Group and Haida Oceans
Technical Team (Haida Fisheries Program),
was conducted between 2007 and 2009.
Recording Haida use and knowledge of the
ocean is important because it helps with
decision-making, is a legacy for our friends,
families and children, and can be used for
political and legal purposes. The marine
territory surrounding Haida Gwaii is critical
to the future of the lands and rivers – all of
these things are our lifeblood, our family, and
our culture.
To gather the information now stored in
the HMTK database, Haida interviewers
were trained by an ethnoecologist and then
interviewed 54 Haidas with a wide range of
marine knowledge. The interviews captured
everything from personal stories about life
on the water, to changes in the numbers
of marine species, to food gathering and
travelling from site to site around the Islands.
Marine charts were used to record spatial
information, which was digitized and then
linked in the database to related information
in interview transcripts. The result is a large
and comprehensive database that can be
used in marine planning and to address other
resource management questions.
The study produced a database and several
project reports that are useful for technical
staff, but as the project wrapped up we asked
ourselves: how do we make this information
accessible and relevant to the Haida
community?
Our first effort to answer this question is
the creation of the Ocean & Way of Life map

that many of you may have already seen in
your community. The Ocean & Way of Life
map is one way to show our relationship
to the ocean, and our extensive use and
knowledge of Haida Gwaii waters. The
map shows the general locations of marine
species thus respecting the sensitive nature
of showing specific locations. For example,
seaweed picking sites were not included. This
approach also respects the confidentiality of
information shared by individual participants
in the study.
The map has four layers of information:
(1) salmon streams (the thicker the blue
line, the more salmon), (2) Haida place
names, (3) supernatural designs (to show
our ocean origins), and (4) marine species
icons. Information about salmon streams
was collected during the land use planning
process, and Haida place names were
compiled from numerous sources and then
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The Haida Traditional Knowledge
Study includes:
•

54 interviews, ranging in length from
45 min to 14 hrs

•

Over 120 hrs of recorded interviews

•

4821 database records

•

476 mapped cultural features

•

3609 mapped ecological features

cross-referenced with Haida speakers in
both communities. It is important to note that
the information in all four categories is not
complete – we are just showing a selection
of what we have documented and what we
know. If we were to include everything, the
map would become so cluttered it would be
impossible to read!
Marine - continued next page

Photo: Lynn Lee

Haidas to Hawai’i

will have 300,000 cubic metres of wood
engineered and ready for approval by
November 2011, which will then be cut in
2012. Taan Forest says that, depending on log
markets, which at this time are doing well,
it is expected that a total of 310,000 cubic
metres will be harvested during 2011.
Increasing the value of resources taken
from the forest is at the forefront of Taan’s
mandate. The company is seeking Forest
Stewardship Certification (FSC) for all of the
wood cut and hopes to have this certification
by the end of the summer. The Forest
Stewardship Council of Canada certifies and
monitors the management and logging of a
particular forest area and FSC certification
is a seal of approval to give consumers
assurance that what they are buying comes
from a sustainable forest operation. FSC
certification will give Taan Forest an edge
in the marketplace and factor into their
promotional material, as well.
In tourism, HaiCo has acquired the Tlell
River House with the intention of reopening
the facility in 2012 as a boutique hotel. The
bear hunting licenses, which were part of the
previous owner’s business, are now held by
the Haida Nation, and as reported in Haida
Laas, February 2011, there will no longer be a
guided trophy-hunt for bears on Haida Gwaii.
On the water, HaiCo’s aquaculture
operations are on task and are focused in three
areas: the recruitment and hiring of core farm
staff; the completion of planning and the start
of construction at the Cumshewa site; and
starting the nursery for small scallop seed in
Skidegate Inlet. By September, HaiCo intends
to have a base of operations, nets strung, and
be growing scallops for market. •
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months. The business has filled 5 full-time
positions and will be posting advertisements
to fill a bookkeeping/support position and
forest planner/engineer positions. The
position of Logging Foreman has been filled
and a Skills Development Coordinator will be
hired through HaiCo.
If all goes as planned, Taan Forest
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At the Council of the Haida Nation’s
Spring Session, HaiCo reported on three
business sectors, which they have been
working on over the past 2-3 years – forests,
tourism and aquaculture.
In the forests, Taan Forest’s contractors
have cut, trucked and shipped 60,000 cubic
metres of wood over the last couple of
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Marine - from page 9

Thinking about Enbridge

Thinking about Enbridge

At the Gaaysiigang Ocean Forum, held
at Kay Llangaay in 2009, it was stated
many times that the oceans are in trouble.
Everyone can see that stresses on the marine
environment, such as over-fishing and tanker
traffic, are increasing and taking their toll.
To begin to tackle the problem of managing
the oceans, the Haida Nation is adopting an
approach that will look at marine territory as a
whole rather than individual pieces or sectors.
This is a large undertaking and the Ocean &
Way of Life map gives you a glimpse of why
this is important. It also shows how we can
use our knowledge to improve oceans and
fisheries management around Haida Gwaii.
The ecosystem-based management approach
will be a cooperative effort between the
Haida, federal and provincial governments.
Together, the HMTK database and Ocean &
Way of Life map show how Haida knowledge
will inform in this process and help us
demonstrate leadership and authority in Haida
marine territory.
The CHN encourages everyone to pick
up a free copy of the map and companion
document at the Haida Fisheries Program
office in Massett (626.3302), the Skidegate
Haida Fisheries Program office (559.8945) or
Haida Laas office (559.8755).
A digital copy can also be downloaded
from the Haida Nation website: www.
haidanation.ca. •

Moose meat and tar sands

The Gathering Storm: Is Enbridge in the “public interest”?

We want to thank all of the HMTK study
participants and Haida language speakers
in Skidegate and Massett who helped with
the content included on the map and in the
companion document. Our appreciation to
John Broadhead of the Gowgaia Institute who
designed the map and companion document.
The HMTK study was primarily funded by
the Gordon and Betty Moore Foundation
(GBMF), with additional support from the
DFO, Aboriginal Aquatic Resource and
Oceans Management (AAROM) program and
Gwaii Trust. GBMF also funded the Ocean &
Way of Life map and companion document. •

by Vanessa Whiteknife

As I sit here in Skidegate and watch the
television all I seem to see and hear about
is the oil industry. It’s either about how
they’re trying to push their way through First
Nations’ land to deliver crude oil to the coast
and transport condensate from the coast to
Alberta or how much damage is being done
to the land and rivers when spills happen.
I am from a small reserve in Alberta
called Fort Chipewyan but I grew up in
Fort McMurray. Fort Chipewyan is on Lake
Athabasca, approximately 223 kilometres
north of Fort McMurray, where the tar sands
are located, and downstream from that
booming industry.
These days, Fort McMurray is very busy,
loud, crowded, and expensive, but it wasn’t
always this way. While I was living there in
1999, there were really only two large oil
companies located forty minutes north of the
city – Syncrude and Suncor. Since then, they
have expanded and other companies have set
up business north along the Athabasca River.
The oil business is putting my community in
jeopardy.
Former Mikisew Cree chief, George
Poitras, spoke to me about the importance
of the Athabasca River. “The river flows
[through] our community,” he said, “that is
how we get our drinking water. We suspect
contamination of the water has reached the
food chain in the traditional food we consume
on a regular basis, whether it’s ducks, fish,
geese, moose or muskrat. We suspect it is
through this food that people are consuming
toxic metals and contaminants that are
likely to be contributing to cancers in Fort
Chipewyan.”
Dr. John O’Connor, a family physician,
has been providing primary care in Fort
Chipewyan since 2001. He is also worried
about the water quality of the Athabasca.
“We’ve had multiple studies [and] the river
isn’t being monitored, and, not just that, there
are significant and dangerous levels of toxins
that have been detected in the river and [they]
have been getting into the river for decades.
So why would you be surprised that Fort Chip
has a higher rate of cancer? It makes absolute
10

sense. It’s very frustrating,” he said.
I asked Dr. O’Connor if cancer is the
leading cause of death in Fort Chip. “It
remains to be seen whether the leading cause
of death in Fort Chip is cancer – it appears to
be,” said O’Connor, “But when you haven’t
done – as the authorities should have – the
homework to figure out what the overall state
of health of the people in Fort Chip is, that is a
very broad question.”
From the research I have done on oil sands
production and the pollution that comes from
it, I am very concerned for my relatives in
Fort Chipewyan. I feel it isn’t a safe place to
live, especially if you are eating traditional
foods and using the river. I was raised on
moose, fish, and duck and was able to jump
off the dock and into the lake – now it has all
changed, I know there are toxins in the water
and in the fish and animals.
There are many people in Fort Chipewyan,
and along the proposed pipeline route to
Kitimat, who rely on the land, rivers and
wildlife for sustenance. What will people do
if there are spills around Kitimat and other
communities, or in the rivers along the route?
When a spill occurs, communities may
be burdened not only with environmental
consequences, but depending the severity of
spill, long-term health problems as well. I
truly hope this does not happen.
There has been little media coverage
about the health concerns identified in Fort
Chipewyan, but one man is speaking out
for the residents. Mike Guertin [the author’s
brother-in-law] inherited a trapline from his
father at Mile 108 along the Athabasca River.
Mike is a hunter and runs a smallbusiness,
touring people through his trapline territory.
Mike worries that the knowledge and skills
he is passing on to his three daughters may be
irrelevant and useless if the land continues to
be spoiled by the tar sands project. He hopes
that the land and game will still be there for
his daughters to inherit when he is gone.
He says that the voice he is lending to the
struggle is for their future.

Protests in Prince Rupert and Masset this past
month gave voice to many coastal peoples’
concern about Enbridge’s proposed pipeline
project and demonstrate that broader public
scrutiny of the project is seriously underway.
A deep study of the project is building.
Over the past year, First Nations’ youth
attended a Canadian Imperial Bank of
Commerce annual meeting to enlighten
shareholders about the dangers of financing
the project. Coastal First Nations which,
represents all FNs north of Vancouver
Island, unanimously opposed the project. In
a follow up meeting in Kitimaat delegates,
from First Nations and like-minded people
heard from those who had experienced,
first hand, the Exxon Spill in Alaska and
confirmed their opposition to the proposed
project. In October 2010, the Union of BC
Municipalities opposed the proposed pipeline
and oil tanker traffic along the coast, and the
Yinka Dene Alliance along with four other
First Nations signed the “Calgary Statement
of Solidarity” which, in part, states that the
pipeline “must not proceed without free,
prior, and informed consent of all affected
First Nations.” In December 2010, 50+ First
Nations within the Fraser River watershed
signed the “Fraser River Declaration.” The
declaration states in part, “We will not allow
the proposed Enbridge Northern Gateway
Pipelines, or similar Tar Sands projects, to
cross our lands, territories and watersheds,
or the ocean migration routes of Fraser River
salmon.”
“The tycoons expect to put their lavish
desires before our life source and culture,”
said Guujaaw, of the proposed project.
“Indeed, it is we who live on the coast who
are expected to live with the consequences,
not those who stand to gain from the project
or the politicians who are prepared to accept
the risk.”
The $5.5-billion project proposes to
build two, 1000+ kilometre pipelines along
one route from Kitimat to Bruderheim,
Alberta. The 36” westbound pipe would
carry 500,000+ barrels per day of crude oil
from the tar sands to Kitimat, to be shipped
overseas to Asia, and a 20” eastbound pipe

Photo: Jim Brickett

Gambling Stick design No. 64 from Swanton,Contributions to the Ethnology of the Haida.
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Above: Workers struggle to contain the oil and clean the beaches in Prince William Sound, Alaska. In1989, the Exxon
Valdez ran aground, dumping over 10 million gallons of oil into the Sound. Despite an army of 10,000 working to contain
and clean up the spill in the days following, 21 years later, according to the Exxon Valdez Oil Spill Trustee Council, it
is estimated that more than 21,000 gallons of oil remain in the Sound’s intertidal areas.

would transport 193,000 barrels per day
of imported condensate to Bruderheim.
Condensate, sometimes referred to as gas
condensate, or natural gasoline, is used to
dilute tar sands so that it can better flow
through the pipes.
Bringing in the condensate and shipping
out the crude will necessitate a stream of
tanker traffic through Hecate Strait and the
narrow and winding Douglas Channel. Right
now, there are nearly 500 ships a year plying
the waters along the north coast and docking
at Stewart, Kitimat and Prince Rupert. If
approved, the Enbridge project could add
another 200 ships per year destined just for
Kitimat.
The project would also change the face
of Kitimat’s waterfront. A marine terminal
capable of handling the oil and condensate

would include two berths for tankers, three
condensate tanks and 11 petroleum tanks.
The project is currently before the National
Energy Board and under review by the Joint
Review Panel. The Joint Review Panel is
considered to be an independent body but
is mandated by the Federal Minister of
Environment and the National Energy Board.
Sheila A. Leggett, Chair of the Joint
Review Panel, is working with Kenneth M.
Bateman, and temporary member, Hans
Matthews, of the National Energy Board; the
review includes conducting an environmental
assessment and determining if the proposed
project is in the “public interest” according to
the National Energy Board Act. Though the
definition of “public interest” is not defined in
Gathering Storm – continued page 12

“We depend on these lands and waters and we will not
put the safety and well-being of our territories
in [Enbridge’s] hands.”

–

Guujaaw, President of the Haida Nation
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Speaking of drugs

Speaking of drugs

Crack! Alvin Powell tells it straight

few months. His teammates explained that it
didnʼt matter if he drank alcohol as long as he
didnʼt do drugs. So Alvin went out with his
teammates and ended up partying all night
and doing drugs, with his next drug test only
four hours away. But he wasn’t tested because
the next day he resigned from the team and
disappeared into drugs and alcohol.
One day, during that time, he ended up in
a church and some kids came upon him and
the look they gave him made him want to kill
himself, so he tried to overdose. He went to
a crack house, with a large amount of crack,
ready to die. But, in the crack house, a person
tried to stop him and convinced him to join a
group called the African Descendants Against
Drugs. The fellow’s name was Gabriel and he
then sponsored Alvin in his quest for sobriety
over the next 19 years.
Alvin told the gathered QCSS students
that trying to give up drugs is a complete
nightmare. When he was doing drugs, Alvin
was also selling them but quit both when
he became a bouncer at a few nightclubs in
Montreal. He was also a bodyguard for a
couple of famous people when, at one point,
he heard a voice. The voice told him he had
to do more with his life — it said he was not
put on this earth to be a bodyguard, he was
put on this earth to help people. The voice
told Alvin to start his own foundation and
added that it would be tough but he could do
it. Alvin listened to the voice and started the
Saving Station Foundation. The foundation
is dedicated to the prevention of substance
abuse.
Alvin went on to explain that he believes
there is an evil spirit attached to drugs. He
believes it’s out to destroy your life and kill
you. There are only two entities that can
introduce you to drugs, he said – your friends
and family members, and that is because you
trust them and because you are human.
He said that the first time you try drugs,
“it will be great! It’s going to feel awesome!
But remember it’s a trap.” Anything that gives
a person a sense of pleasure and fulfillment,
they will do again. They will do anything to
get that feeling back. He said, this is called
“DEED” and it’s what drugs will do to
you: Deceive, Entrap, Enslave and Destroy.
Drugs will deceive you because of the great
feelings. They will entrap you and keep you

by Laas Parnell

Alvin Powell landed at Queen Charlotte
was in and out of rehab clinics over a few
Secondary School on March 15th, to talk
years and was never able to stay clean. At one
about drugs, how they affected his life and
point during his drug-use days, his teammates
how they could affect our lives. He told us
found him in a crack house and talked him
about how he got introduced to drugs, what
into going to visit his mom because they
they did to him and what he called the “evil
thought that would help him. Alvin also
of drugs”. He left a deep impression on the
thought if he was around his mother he
students at QCSS and I believe
most left with a whole new
perspective on drugs and drug
addiction.
Mr Powell started doing
drugs when he joined a
fraternity at a post-secondary
school. He describes drugs as
being “great” and said he “loved
them”, but then said that there
are three truths about drugs: The
first truth is that they are great;
they make you feel amazing.
The second truth is that drugs
will absolutely destroy your life, Motivational speaker, Alvin Powell, in conversation with Haida Laas
and the third truth is that drugs
community reporter, Laas Parnell.
will kill you.
wouldn’t do drugs. He arrived at his mother’s
Mr Powell had many stories about the
house and upon seeing him she broke down,
effects of his drug use. One of them was
rejected him, and disowned him.
about when he met a girl, and she became
“She collapsed on the floor weeping, not
pregnant and Alvin was talked into marrying
crying, but full out weeping,” he said.
the girl by his mother – he says, that incident
was when he started smoking a lot of
He thought he would die seeing his mother
marijuana. Also during that time, he went to
this way and for the next six years she didn’t
visit a friend in Arizona and walked in to the
speak to him. That day, when he left his
friend’s house to find him cooking cocaine on mother’s house, he was so mad he tried to
the stove. The friend convinced Alvin to try
beat up an innocent person on the street and
it and from there, Alvin went on a multi-day
during the scuffle the man dropped a business
bender. When he went home, eight days later,
card. Alvin found it and called him later that
his wife was fuming mad so he tried to stick
day. The fellow not only had no hard feelings
to marijuana for a while.
but he also offered Alvin a job working with
teens.
Alvin Powell was a professional football
player in the National Football League. When
Another incident Alvin spoke about
he was playing football, he discovered that
was when he was a member of the Miami
if the team found out he was doing drugs
Dolphins NFL team. Alvin played the
they could fire him, but if he went to the
position of offensive lineman, and, although
team administration and told them he had a
he was a team member, he never hung out
problem they had to help him with it. The
with them outside of practice and games. His
next morning he went to the administration
teammates got mad because Alvin would not
and told them that he had a drug problem and
go and have drinks with them after practice,
they sent him to rehab for thirty days. When
but Alvin thought he wasnʼt allowed to drink
he got out, he relapsed five days later and
because he was being tested for drugs every
12
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the Act, it is generally accepted that it refers
to the welfare or well-being of the general
public: Does a project or action appeal, or
have relevance, to the general populace?
In the case of Enbridge the panel will
not only look at environmental issues – the
project will run near to, or cross over, 1000
streams and rivers – but will also have to
weigh the interests of the general public
against those of an international corporate
interest. With much of the developed and
developing world recognizing that we need
to move to clean energy, is it in the “public
interest” to support a project that prolongs the
transition to cleaner energy sources?
The other issues yet to be debated publicly
are rights and title and the legal obligation to
consult and accommodate First Nations.
As of May, this year, a hearing order has
been issued by the Joint Review Panel. The
hearing order is a procedural requirement,
which opens up the review process to public
comment. As an individual or group you can:
• Submit a letter of comment (deadline,
March 13, 2012).
• Make an oral statement (deadline:
October 6, 2011)
• Become an intervenor: (deadline: July
14, 2011)			
• Become a government participant:
(deadline: July 14, 2011)
There is also a government of Canada
website that posts up-to-date material related
to the project, which can be found at: http://
gatewaypanel.review-examen.gc.ca/clf-nsi/
hm-eng.html. •
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coming back, they will enslave you by those
substances becoming an everyday thing, and
they will destroy you.
After the assembly Alvin was invited
into Mr Fleming’s Grade 8 class. Mr Powell
explained to the class that everyone thinks
they’re going to be different – they are
not going to become addicted to drugs.
“Everyone thinks that if you just try it, you
wonʼt get hooked, you think you can control
it, but you can’t,” he said.

Alvin Powell was a big presence and
inspiration to the students in QCSS and I
understand he was a success in Massett, as
well. He has helped a lot of people throughout
his life and continues to help people – through
helping them to quit or encouraging them
not to start taking drugs in the first place. He
definitely made an impact on Haida Gwaii
and I am sure he is making an impact in many
other places in Canada. •

The Blood in my Veins
My name is Krystal Alicia Bell. I am not a
residential school survivor, I am a direct result
of six hundred years of suppression, addiction
and hate. I grew up watching my mother
hurt. I could never understand – I will never
understand – why she was so sad? It’s hard
to see pain through the eyes of a child – it’s
like cruel mockery, to watch the person you
love most in the world, hurt their self. It’s
even harder to accept that the person you love
most in the world is hurting you. Growing up,
I couldn’t imagine a home where there was a
father and a mother, and they spoke to each
other, in loving terms. That’s not the hand I
was dealt and it’s not in the cards of many
Aboriginal youth today.
I have just recently started to learn about
my culture, about my people. I grew up
believing the lies I was taught by the media
about Indigenous people. I grew up believing
that all Native people were poor, drunken –
less-than. I cannot begin to articulate the pain
I feel, by acknowledging that once, I thought
of my dad as nothing but an alcoholic. I
learned what I saw and what I saw was
chosen for me.
And it still appears that further oppression
of my people is exactly what the world is
striving for because in schools we are not
taught what aboriginal people have faced
and are facing. In my grade 11 textbook,
Counterpoints: Canadian Issues, there are
only fourteen pages about Aboriginal people
– outrage – and in the book they say that it
takes seven generations for the effects of an
attempted genocide to wear thin. The authors
have obviously never met my family – they
have never seen healing as I have!
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by Krystal Alicia Bell

I am of the third generation since the
residential school system was in place. Within
me I carry a will to live stronger than anyone,
including myself, know. My grandmother
is an amazing woman. She has done what
she can, with what she has been given. Her
home may not have been safe, her children
might have been abused and she might have
been an alcoholic, but she did her best. I
cannot begin to fathom what my grandmother
has been through. It breaks my heart every
time someone mentions residential schools,
because I have to consciously acknowledge
the horrific ordeal my grandmother faced
when she was nothing more than a little girl.
And then I have to multiply the pain I see in
her face by the millions of Aboriginal people
suffering right at this moment.
It is part of my personal belief that ego is
sin, but I am so proud to be an Aboriginal
youth. I stand before everyone as proof of the
healing we are capable of. I stand before you
as a warrior. I will fight for the future of my
children, your children, and their children’s
children. As Aboriginal people we must
stand together. We must tell stories. We must
listen to stories. We must love and protect
our young as though there is no tomorrow for
without them there isn’t.
I am an “off-reserve” Native and I do not
drink or do drugs; I do not speak my own
language; I do not carry my ancestor’s names,
I do not carve and I have never cleaned a fish.
These things however, do not make a person
Native. I am Native because the blood that
flows through my veins, the blood that pumps
through my heart, is filled with love. •
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Left-right, front row: Mary von der Porten, coordinator; Travis Pawlak; Gwaai Edenshaw, presenter; Tyler Hugh Bellis. Middle row starting with peace signer: Erin Bros; Melissa Lesko;
Amanda Taylor; Alicia Pearson; Naomi Martz; Erin Alexiuk; Tauren Collinson; Sebastian Dalgarno; Nicole Wheele; Dominik Eaton; Jaalen Edenshaw. Back row: Sarah Woods and Matthew
Stanley. Students missing from the photo: Sarah Woods, Pamela Goddard, Ciara Sharpe and Courtney Smith.

Stuff I didn’t know!
The Haida Gwaii Higher Education Society’s
Haida Gwaii Semester has recently come
to an end. The semester, run through the
University of British Columbia, started in
January and finished April 15th with student
presentations and a closing ceremony at Kay
Llnagaay in Skidegate. The semester was
open to anyone, and students from a number
of universities across Canada, and Haida
Gwaii attended. Following is an HGHES
program overview for the Haida Gwaii
Semester:
“The Haida Gwaii Semester is an
intensive field study program for
undergraduates. The program provides
students an [educational] immersion
opportunity in a resource-dependent

by Tyler Hugh Bellis

community facing economic transition,
population decline, increasing local control
of natural resources, and new decisionmaking frameworks. A microcosm of the
world, Haida Gwaii is a ‘natural’ classroom
for students to learn firsthand about the
social, cultural, political, ecological and
economic issues confronting natural
resource managers around the globe, as
well as strategies for building a sustainable
future,” says the HGHES web site.
Basically, what the semester is offering
students is the chance to live, learn, and
survive on Haida Gwaii. The semester runs
for three-and-a-half months and offers
five, 3-credit conservation courses at the
300 level (third-year university). The
14

courses offered are Diversifying ResourceDependent Communities; History and
Politics of Resource Management; First
Nations and Forests; Rainforest Ecology
and Management; and Case Studies in
Haida Gwaii.
Each course runs for approximately 3
weeks except Case Studies in Haida Gwaii,
which runs throughout the semester and
matches students with local organizations
in need of help to get projects off the
ground or work on ones that are ongoing.
During the past semester, a typical day
involved class time from 9-12 pm at the
Kay and in the afternoon there was usually
a guest speaker, a field trip, or free time.
There were also countless other student-

organized events, dinners, jam sessions,
hikes, parties, and so on.
As a local you might say to yourself, “I
already live on Haida Gwaii,” or “I already
know everything about Haida Gwaii,”
or “Why should I go to school to learn
something I already know?” Well, that’s
what I was saying to myself! But the truth
of the matter is that these courses will
truly open up a side of Haida Gwaii and
the world that you have never seen. As a
class we went on 21 field trips covering
every kind of ground imaginable – from
Gwaii Haanas to Tow Hill we visited
businesses and notable local people. The
program allowed us to view many of the
places, organizations, and people through
a new lens, one that focused on the history
of how we got here, how we can build
towards a sustainable future, and what role
First Nations are, and should be, playing.
The learning is accomplished by relating
many of the problems we face as Haidas,
Canadians or British Columbians at the
local scale to the larger global issues. These
courses showed how we truly matter in
the grand scheme of things and actually
how the work on these Islands is affecting
things around the world.
I would urge other Haidas to consider
these courses for a number of reasons:
For myself it was the opportunity to
continue my studies while staying onisland and earn 15 credits towards my
degree in Forestry at UBC. But, perhaps
more importantly, I was able to again get
accustomed to university life, which will
make finishing my degree much easier
when I return to UBC in September.
Perhaps the largest drawing card the
Haida Gwaii Semester has is that it’s
flexible; a student doesn’t have to take all
five courses if they choose not to. You can
decide which one’s interest you and simply
take those – you’re deciding on your own
workload.
Pardon me. I stand corrected. The
largest drawing card of the Haida Gwaii
Semester was the people! The students
that have participated over the past two
years have come from all over Canada and
the world. What I have noticed is that the

program attracts students who really have
a zest for life and are very open to new
ideas and customs.
I have made a number of close personal
friends this past four months and can’t
wait to see many of them when I return
to school in the fall. In addition to myself,
there were a number of other local
students in class – Tauren Collinson, Ali
Pearson and I all participated and had a
great time.
If you have any questions about the
Haida Gwaii Semester please call the
HGHES at 250.559.7885, extension
230, or the Old Massett Village Council

or Skidegate Band Council’s education
departments, or myself ,Tyler Hugh Bellis;
I will be happy to answer any questions. •

DID YOU KNOW?
There are about 8,000 members of fourteen
Nuu-chah-nulth First Nations inhabiting the
west coast of Vancouver Island. They are:
Ditidaht, Huu-ay-aht, Hupacasath, Tseshahat, Uchucklesaht, Ahousaht, Hesquiaht,
Tla-o-qui-aht, Ucluelet, Ehattesaht, Kyuquot/Cheklesahht, Mowachat/Muchalaht
and Nuchatlaht.

Leaders in training

The BC Centre of Excellence for Young Indigenous Leaders hosted a 5-day training symposium in Victoria from March 28th – April 1st 2011. BC Association of Aboriginal
Freindship Centre, Provincial Executive Director, Paul Lacerte; Program Director Asma Antoine
(back row, left); Elder, Ruth Cook (front row, left); and Political Youth Representative of the
Mojomaya National Indigenous Youth Council of Guatemala, Enma Catu, are shown here
with youth participants including Haida Gwaii representatives Dana Bellis (front row, second
from right), Erika Stocker (front row, third from left) and Erica Ryan-Gagne (back row, third
from right).
The symposium was full of lessons and teachings that participants could bring home and
use in their communities. Butch Dick, Matt Vickers, Wedlidli Speck, Dr. Grace Nielsen and
Enma Catu were the main speakers and we also had the privilege of spending the week with
them. I encourage all youth of Haida Gwaii to look into the amazing opportunity that the
BCCEYIL offers. – submitted by Erica Ryan-Gagne
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Marine Advisory Group
Members Needed
Council of the Haida Nation is looking for inspired
people to form an Advisory Committee to support
Haida Gwaii marine planning.
Why form an Advisory Committee?

Will I be compensated?
•
positions, however an honorarium
will be provided for attendance at meetings.
•
Travel expenses, where relevant, will be reimbursed according
to approved polices.

Council of the Haida Nation’s Marine Planning team to inform or support
the development of the Haida Gwaii Marine Use Plan for the waters around
the ocean around Haida Gwaii and provide guidance on sustainable
human uses.
For further information see the document Towards a Marine Use Plan at
< haidanation.ca/Pages/Splash/Documents/Towards_a_MUP.pdf >.

What qualifications are required?

Successful applicants for membership will have demonstrated:
•
Extensive, relevant experience in one or more of the areas of

involve and engage communities and stakeholders to exchange
information.

•
•

Who will be included in the Advisory Committee?

•

with a range of backgrounds and expertise.
local community, working in an ocean-based industry and/or involvement
in a marine-related organization, in addition to life experience. Members
are not selected to lobby for one particular interest or organization, rather
they have been selected for their experience and knowledge.

A solid understanding of Haida Gwaii and/or marine planning
in the waters around Haida Gwaii.
Interpersonal and/or professional skills for working
Availability to attend meetings (may occur on weekends,
weekdays, or evenings depending on preference of the Advisory
Committee).

How do I submit my application?

Applications for the Advisory Committee will be accepted until

following areas of expertise:
•
around Haida Gwaii)
•
Recreational Fishing (individual, charter operator, lodge)
•
•
Conservation (environmental, non-governmental organizations)
•
Islands’ Public (representation from north and south Haida Gwaii
communities)
•
Marine Tourism (individuals or organizations involved in tourism in
the Haida Gwaii region)
•
Marine Sciences (research, biology/ecology)/Marine Education
•
Economic Development/Marine Industries (seafood processing,

Interested individuals must submit the following:
•
A letter (max. 2 pages) outlining:
- your interest in participating in the advisory committee,
- an overview of your experience in one or more of the
areas of expertise,
- your connection to, and interest in, Haida Gwaii and
- the marine planning processes happening in the waters
around Haida Gwaii
•
interpersonal skills and ability to work cooperatively (e.g.,
•

•
Marine Transportation
•
Haida Gwaii Youth (under 21)
•
Haida Elder
Note:
•
Candidates who have expertise in more than one area are preferred.
•
Candidates with marine planning expertise should highlight their
past experience.
•
Both local and non-local candidates will be considered.

Two letters of reference or support regarding your expertise,
interpersonal skills and abilities as they relate to the role
endorsement from a group related to one of the areas of
expertise above.

Applicants will be screened by a selection committee and rated
according to their demonstrated experience, expertise, local
knowledge, interpersonal skills and personal suitability.

What will I be committing to?

Please email applications to russ.jones@haidanation.net or fax to
250.559.8951.

•
•

For more information, please contact Catherine Rigg or Russ Jones at:
CHN Massett
250.626.3302
CHN Skidegate
250.559.8945

•

Successful applicants will be appointed to the committee for a
minimum term of two years.
Members may be required to travel for meetings.
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